Grauel Autobiography Told Eleanor Elfenbein
reverend john stanley grauel - israel answers - 7 grauel, an autobiography as told to eleanor elfen- bein,
ivory house, freehold, n.j. 1982 pg. 97grauel, an autobiography as told to eleanor elfenbein, ivory house,
freehold, n.j. 1982 pg. 97 8 ibid. pg. 97 to palestine, they will come to palestine, and nothing short of open
warfare and complete destruction will halt them.' john the priest - palyam - john stanley grauel was born
december 12, 1917, in worchester, mass. his mother was a deeply religious woman, a teetotaler. grauel
remembered her as a strong advocate of the ... 3 grauel, an autobiography as told to eleanor elfenbein, ivory
house, freehold, n.j. 1982 pg. 2 john stanley grauel papers, 1917 1986 1999.a - states holocaust
memorial museum’s library holds a copy of grauel: an autobiography, by john stanley grauel as told to eleanor
elfenbein. digital images of many of the photographs and a handful of documents from the collection can be
viewed on the museum’s website. ss exodus voyage of holocaust survivors getting film ... - grauel's
littleknown book was published — as an astoldto by eleanor elfenbein — in 1983. grauel, who died in 1986,
also is known for helping convince the united nations special committee on palestine to create the state of
israel.
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